
ENGLEWOOD, NEW JERSEY – March 7, 2014 – eZCom 
Software (provider of the cloud-based Electronic Data Interchange 
solution Lingo® and other supply chain solutions) is pleased to 
announce that CTO Bernard Byrne has been recognized as a 
prestigious 2014 Provider “Pro to Know” by Supply & Demand 
Chain Executive magazine, a leading business publication for 
supply chain professionals. 

Supply & Demand Chain Executive recognizes Provider Pros 
who have helped their Supply Chain clients or the Supply Chain 
community at large prepare to meet the significant challenges in 
the year ahead. 

Bernard Byrne has served as supply chain software provider 
eZCom’s CTO since the company’s inception in 2001, and 
developed the EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) platform Lingo™ 
that eZCom currently offers. He was chosen for his 30 plus years 
of experience working in the world of EDI, and his key role in the 
industry’s development on both the retailer and vendor sides.  
Throughout his career, Mr. Byrne has contributed greatly in terms 
of developing and standardizing EDI processes. He has worked 
extensively on both the retailer and vendor sides, giving him a 
unique ability to simultaneously understand and serve both sets of 
needs.

“I am honored to be part of this elite group of Provider Pros to 
Know,” explained Byrne. “Finding smart solutions to challenges in 
the supply chain are eZCom’s top priority. We help create trading 
efficiencies that assist vendors and retailers to control costs, 
manage inventory, and reduce errors. Vendors are able to create 
and process documents quickly and efficiently in batches through 
Accelerated Document Processing™ (ADS) — a significant 
differentiator for any sized business in a tough economy.”  

According to Carol Weidner, CEO of eZCom, “Bernard Byrne is 
not only an asset to our company, but he has played an historic 
role in the EDI industry, contributing greatly to the processes and 
standards we know today. I am thrilled that his contributions are 
being recognized within our industry.”

Now in its 14th year, Supply & Demand Chain Executive Pros 
to Know is an annual listing of individuals who have made a 
significant impact on behalf of their Supply Chain clients or the 
Supply Chain community at large. This year’s list includes more 
than 180 thought leaders who are shaping the industry and 
advancing Supply Chain as a respected discipline. 

eZCom CTO Bernard Byrne Wins 2014  
“Pros To Know” Award from ‘Supply & Demand 
Chain Executive’ Magazine

About eZCom
Founded in 2000, eZCom software provides cloud-based B2B 
supply chain software solutions—including the easy-to-use and 
streamlined EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) solution, Lingo®.  
eZCom’s Lingo® simplifies and speeds the trading process, while 
eZCom’s customer service team exceeds expectations from first 
inquiry through implementation and sales growth.  

Every member of the two-time Stevie award winning eZCom 
Customer Support Team is a trained EDI professional. Each works 
on-site at the corporate headquarters in Englewood, NJ to help 
facilitate collaborative retailer-vendor trading solutions, maintain 
a high level of technical expertise, and to provide customers 
with unlimited, personalized, and highly effective education and 
customer support throughout the EDI process.

To learn more about eZCom and Lingo, please visit  
ww.ezcomsoftware.com, contact the company at  
sales@ezcomsoftware.com, or call 877.765.3564, option 1. 
For press inquiries, please contact Sarah Stibbe Damaskos at 
SarahSD@NurtureMarketing.com. 

About Supply & Demand Chain Executive
Supply & Demand Chain Executive is the executive’s user manual 
for successful supply and demand chain transformation, utilizing 
hard-hitting analysis, viewpoints and unbiased case studies to 
steer executives and supply management professionals through 
the complicated, yet critical world of supply and demand chain 
enablement to gain competitive advantage. Supply & Demand 
Chain Executive is a publication of Cygnus Business Media. Visit 
on the Web at www.SDCExec.com and on smartphones and 
tablets at www.SDCExec.com/mobile.
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